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Introduction

[The Three Princi ples of the  People] have inherited the morality and essential spirit of 
ancient China— that of Emperors Yao and Shun, of Kings Wen and Wu, of the Duke of 
Zhou and Confucius— they employ the native spirit of the Chinese race to lead the revo-
lution and revive the nation.— chiang kai- shek, March 1933

From June 1925  until October 1926, a general strike brought work in Hong 
Kong to a halt, while consumers in the Canton delta boycotted commodities 
imported via the British colony. The strike- boycott, materially supported by 
Canton’s Soviet- backed United Front government and directed against co-
lonial authorities in Hong Kong, followed a crescendo of anti- imperialist 
and  labor actions throughout mainland China in the early 1920s. Launched 
in response to the 1925 May 30th Incident, in which British- commanded 
policemen had killed and wounded Chinese demonstrators in Shanghai’s 
International Settlement, the Hong Kong– Canton strike- boycott signaled 
not only the sharp escalation of popu lar anti- imperialism but also the 
increased power of or ga nized  labor.1 To con temporary observers, its pro-
tracted temporal duration and extensive geo graph i cal coordination across 
British colonial and Chinese national space suggested the dawn of a new 
era of anti- imperialist agitation. Canton’s novel experiment in revolution-
ary organ ization—in which the Moscow- based Communist International 
directed an alliance between the Chinese Nationalist Party (Guomin dang, 
gmd) and members of the Chinese Communist Party (ccp)— had 
rendered southern China a magnet for anti- imperialist, anticapitalist, and 
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feminist revolutionaries from across China and around the world, earning 
Canton the nickname Moscow East.2 The strike- boycott, as well as Soviet 
training of soldiers at the newly founded Whampoa Military Acad emy, 
signaled that Canton’s United Front was emerging as a disciplined fi ght-
ing force. Less than a de cade  after the Rus sian Revolution, Communists 
had set roots in an impor tant node of global imperialism, shifting the local 
meanings of revolutionary politics and prompting new forms of reaction 
within Chinese society and the metropolitan world.

Imperialist responses to the 1923–27 United Front  were swift and vi-
olent, involving parades of foreign gunboats in Canton harbor, deadly at-
tacks by colonial police forces on Chinese demonstrators, and ultimately 
the provision of arms to Chiang Kai- shek’s Nationalist forces to bring the 
United Front to an offi  cial end.3 Reactions by Chinese merchants to the United 
Front’s intersecting nationalist and class- based goals  were more mea sured, 
but still vacillated between suspicion and hostility.4 For many in the gmd, 
Chinese Communist participation in the United Front prompted fear of 
the potential derailing of a long- germinating nationalist proj ect focused on 
developing Chinese industry and infrastructure  under the guidance of a 
power ful state— future aspirations that  were predicated on eradicating re-
gional warlords and on liberating the nation from imperialist intervention. 
The untimely death in March 1925 of Nationalist Party leader Sun Yat- sen 
rendered the revolution’s trajectory even more uncertain. Anti- Communist 
groups quickly coalesced within the party, but their increasingly vocal op-
position to Communism did not dull their own revolutionary aspirations.5 
Instead, a range of longtime party activists as well as a cohort of young mili-
tary cadets amplifi ed their claims upon its course. Now schooled in Soviet 
methods of agitation and witness to the seductions of modern life,  these 
revolutionaries renewed their commitment to remaking the Chinese socio -
politi cal landscape and to forcibly overcoming what ever obstacles appeared 
to stand in their way. Po liti cal pluralism increasingly seemed a luxury that 
even established imperialist powers could ill aff ord, and lockstep national 
unity a necessary precondition for China’s revolution to advance at all.

In 1925, the veteran Nationalist activist and translator of Marxist theory  
Dai Jitao favorably likened Sun Yat- sen’s developmental program to “abort-
ing the fetus of a recently impregnated capitalism.”6 Dai’s language indexed 
a growing ambivalence among the gmd right wing regarding the social con-
sequences of the industrial development that they championed, evincing at 
once a desire to introduce cap i tal ist production methods evenly across  China’s 
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vast territory and a fear of their socially anarchic eff ects. Dai intimated  here 
that Sun’s program could rid the Chinese social body of unwanted off spring 
while still nurturing its productive capacities, in the way that abortion ide-
ally terminates a pregnancy without rendering the  woman’s body sterile. 
Dai’s concerns  were soon amplifi ed by a host of Nationalist strategists who 
became increasingly convinced that the unifi ed nation, not the proletariat 
or peasantry, was the proper agent of a properly Chinese revolution.  These 
men, trained at military and technical schools in China, Eu rope, the United 
States, the USSR, and Japan, began to champion “native culture” (guyou 
wenhua) as the glue binding this revolutionary nation together. Discomfi ted 
by the seemingly unpatriotic thrust of the New Culture and May Fourth 
movements— which in the 1910s had attacked Confucianism as responsible 
for China’s apparent failure to modernize— they found in Sun Yat- sen’s writ-
ings a revolutionary program that instead vouchsafed this heritage.  There 
was nothing incompatible between Confucianism and industrial modernity, 
Sun had stressed. The Nationalist leader had gone so far as to align New 
Culture / May Fourth critics of Confucianism with China’s “oppression by 
foreign nations,” while identifying his own gmd as a defender of China’s 
“native morality” and therefore with “Chinese  people” who held  these mor-
als dear.7  After Chiang Kai- shek violently severed the gmd’s United Front 
ties to the Communist Party in 1927, Sun’s most virulently nationalistic 
supporters followed Dai Jitao in insisting that reviving China’s native Con-
fucian culture was key to national rebirth in a militantly corporatist form. 
Confucian culture, as  these supporters interpreted it, mandated the kinds of 
social hierarchies that  were natu ral to China, the kinds of work ethics and 
consumption practices that  were collectively benefi cial, and the kinds of 
 people who did and did not belong within the national fold.

This book is a study of the sharp rightward turn taken by revolution-
ary nationalist groups that operated  under the umbrella of the gmd during 
the 1920s and 1930s. It focuses on the characteristics of the polity that 
groups known as the cc Clique and the Blue Shirts strove to cement, and 
why the offi  cers and engineers who led them regarded culture as integral 
to this proj ect. I use the term fascism to describe their politics for several 
reasons. First, it signals that they  were not conservative, predemo cratic, or 
merely authoritarian. Their hostility to liberal democracy was as informed 
by modern po liti cal and economic theories as was their violent hatred of 
Communism. It was, moreover, inseparably entwined with aspirations to 
permanently resolve tensions of modern life that scholars have long since 
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demonstrated gripped major cities like Shanghai and Canton.  These plans 
foregrounded disciplining,  under the sign of a Confucian culture now re-
cast as a guarantor of hierarchical effi  ciency, newly classed and gendered 
social actors. Second, the term fascism allows us to grasp the si mul ta neously 
revolutionary and counterrevolutionary dynamics of the po liti cal solutions 
that Blue Shirt and cc Clique militants off ered, and hence an opportunity to 
better understand the historical conditions  under which fascism emerges 
and coalesces. This book does not consider the regime that the gmd estab-
lished in Nanjing following Chiang Kai- shek’s 1927 coup d’état to have been 
a fascist state, or the gmd in its entirety to have become a fascist party dur-
ing the 1927–37 Nanjing De cade. It is instead a study of fascist organ izations 
that attained considerable power but failed to fully capture a state or to in 
turn secure hegemony among a predominantly agrarian and nonindustrial 
population. It is specifi cally concerned with the modernism of Blue Shirt 
and cc Clique aspirations, the vio lence that they justifi ed to realize them, 
and the enduring legacies of their eff orts to link Confucianism to an anti-
liberal, anti- Communist program of state- led industrial development.

Making sense of the violent nexus of revolutionary and counterrevolu-
tionary politics that appeared within gmd ranks  after Sun Yat- sen’s death 
requires drawing from conceptual rubrics developed to explain manifesta-
tions of fascism in Eu rope and Japan. Yet  these rubrics must also be modi-
fi ed to account for China’s colonized circumstances as well as the dramatic 
unevenness of its socioeconomic landscape, in which ways of life in coastal 
cities  were often more akin to  those of the metropolitan world than to  those 
of the national interior to which Chinese fascists laid claim.8 It is moreover 
necessary to acknowledge how gmd desires for industrial development and 
national sovereignty  were articulated in the shadow of imperialist racism 
and ongoing rivalry for access to China’s markets and resources. They  were 
seeking to resolve a protracted crisis of po liti cal hegemony, one largely  
induced by imperialist disruptions to an enduring dynastic system. This 
book builds upon scholarship that has understood fascism as an extreme 
manifestation of nationalism and therefore regards anticolonial national-
isms as potentially as susceptible to fascist radicalization as their metro-
politan counter parts.9 Conditions in coastal China and the world writ large 
 were volatile and antagonistic in ways that prompted Sun Yat- sen’s most 
ardent devotees to amplify their conviction that the Chinese nation was 
bound together by an ancient cultural force. They intensifi ed nationalism’s 
Janus- faced historical imaginary— which proj ects the national community 
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both forward and backward in time—by distilling Confucianism into a trans-
historical “national spirit” (minzu jingshen) capable of reenchanting an in-
dustrializing world.10 The synergy between this enduring spirit and Sun’s 
program, they believed, could resolve China’s postdynastic sociopo liti cal 
crises, recoup masculine authority, restore the nation to its rightful position 
of world leadership, and more generally allow for every thing and nothing 
about the nation to change si mul ta neously.

Representing the  Future and Its Past
In 1933, several issues of the Shanghai monthly periodical Qiantu (the 
 Future), published by a fascist or ga ni za tion known to Chinese and foreign 
publics as the Blue Shirts, ran a vibrantly colored, abstract cover image 
of an archer atop an ancient chariot (fi g. i.1).11 The archer, depicted in 
red against a graphic blue, gray, and white background, drives his chariot 
beneath a blazing red sun. His arrow is trained on the masthead characters 
Qiantu, which are printed in a geometric font with circles and triangles in 
the place of dot strokes. Archery and charioteering— two of the six arts re-
quired for mastery by scholars during the ancient Zhou Dynasty (1046–256 
bce)— are represented  here in a modernist idiom.12 The image conjures 
a lapsed Confucian scholarly ideal conjoining physical and  mental agility, 
and suggests the forceful leap required in the pres ent to connect China’s 
militarily formidable past with a radiant new  future. Depicting means of 
vio lence in an abstract, aesthetically pleasing fashion, the cover evinces a 
simultaneous yearning for both the ancient past and a modern  future. Chi-
na’s national rebirth appears  here as an anticonservative “thrust  towards a 
new type of society,” building “rhetorically on the cultural achievements at-
tributed to the former, more ‘glorious’ or healthy eras” rather than suggest-
ing a desire to return to the dynastic past as such.13 Indeed, the cover image 
highlighted the tangled expressions of nostalgia and expectation contained 
in pages of the  Future during its six- year run from 1933 to 1938.  There, the 
two- faced temporal glances that are typical of all nationalist movements as-
sumed particularly mythic and contradictory dimensions, as contributors 
reckoned with the vio lence that imperialism had wrought against China’s 
dynastic ways of life, the  causes of China’s pres ent turmoil, and the fact that 
a range of po liti cal actors contested their authority to craft China’s  future. 
While drawing inspiration from traditions associated with the nation’s 
dominant ethnic group, the Han, contributors to the  Future stressed the 



figure i.1 » Qiantu (the  Future) 1, no. 8 (1933).
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imperative to begin history anew by overcoming China’s fallen pres ent and 
building a modern society superior to the unstable, class warfare– ridden 
conditions into which the West had descended since World War I.

In May 1933, as the  Future expanded its circulation, a Shanghai- based, 
popu lar front co ali tion of distinguished writers and activists including 
Song Qingling ( widow of Sun Yat- sen), Lu Xun, and the American journal-
ist Agnes Smedley submitted a letter to Shanghai’s German legation con-
demning the vio lence that the Nazis had unleashed upon Germany since 
seizing power that March. Collectively signed by the China League for 
Civil Rights (Zhongguo minquan baozhang tongmeng), the letter cata loged 
Nazi crimes and condemned the “terror which is crippling the social, intel-
lectual and cultural life of Germany.”14 The league’s statement of solidarity 
with victims of a government then tied to the Nanjing regime described its 
own mission as one which “fi ghts against the Terror in China, fi ghts for the 
civil and  human rights of the Chinese  people, and which allies itself with 
progressive forces throughout the world.”15 The league’s self- consciously 
internationalist ethos, the links that it drew between Nazi and Nationalist 
terror, and the fact that it managed to publish this statement in the main-
stream Shanghai daily Shenbao, quickly caught the or ga ni za tion in Blue 
Shirt crosshairs. Barely a month  after the letter was submitted, one of the 
league’s founding members was assassinated by Blue Shirt– run secret ser-
vices. Some sixteen months  later, Blue Shirts killed the managing editor of 
the Shenbao.16  These murders  were committed not merely to silence critics 
of the Nanjing regime and to intimidate the press into line but as part of a 
larger agenda to facilitate China’s national rebirth.

The White Terror perpetrated during the Nanjing Decade— the ten- 
year span from 1927 to 1937 when the Nationalists ruled China from the 
city of Nanjing— was sustained by the operational and intellectual  labor of 
the Blue Shirts and another fascist faction known as the cc Clique. Both 
groups worked assiduously to narrow the par ameters of national belonging, 
to expand the range of  people subject to state discipline, and to lay claim 
to leadership of the Chinese revolution. Analyses of the White Terror typi-
cally focus on its victims, particularly elite writers and organizers like Ding 
Ling and Qu Qiubai, as well as the assassinated Civil Rights League founder 
Yang Xingfo (Yang Quan) and the prominent Shenbao newspaperman Shi 
Liangcai. The stories of  these victims are vital to understanding the course 
of China’s revolutions, but so too are the perspectives of the men who ter-
rorized them.  There are no victims without victimizers, at least as far 
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as po liti cal vio lence is concerned. The victimizers in this case left a volu-
minous public paper trail rationalizing their actions. Although media par-
ticipation at fi rst seems at odds with Blue Shirt and cc Clique proclivities 
for clandestine operations, it was in fact consistent with their desires to be 
heard and appreciated by the public but not accountable to it in ways of 
which they disapproved.  Here, they illuminated the contours of a nation 
that they believed themselves to be regenerating and why it should inspire 
self- sacrifi cial devotion. It was through  these vectors, in par tic u lar their 
forays into publishing, that they worked to secure popu lar consent and fos-
ter the same kind of nationalism that they themselves so passionately felt.

In China’s vibrant interwar “mediasphere[s],” the Blue Shirts and cc 
Clique positioned themselves as po liti cal vanguards through skillful deploy-
ment of revolutionary rhe toric and modernist aesthetics.17 Art deco and 
other popu lar styles of graphic abstraction that scholars have hitherto as-
sociated with interwar Shanghai’s commercial publishers and left- wing 
progressives  were also embraced by the far right wing of the gmd, whose 
reputation for cultural conservatism is belied by their enthusiasm for mod-
ernist imagery, industrial pro gress, and technologies of mass communication. 
Their extensive array of publications, which included newspapers, mag-
azines, pamphlets, books, and pictorials, forged links between the rural 
front lines on which they battled Communist soldiers, the city streets on 
which they terrorized liberals and leftists, and the rhetorical battlefi elds of 
China’s 1920s and 1930s culture wars.18  Here, they staked a public claim 
to emergent revolutionary rhe toric and symbolism, communicating that 
they  were more capable than any other or ga nized po liti cal group of deliver-
ing upon modernity’s promises and that they could also prevent the nation 
from being divested of its unique qualities amid the development pro cess. 
Read in light of the Blue Shirts’ and cc Clique’s  behind- the- scenes  activities, 
this paper trail reveals how perpetrators of the White Terror articulated 
national- regenerative fantasies akin to  those of fascist movements else-
where in the world while seeking to resolve locally specifi c crises.19

This paper trail does so via its content as well as its conditions of pro-
duction and circulation. The fact that the newspapers, magazines, and so 
on of gmd fascists had to compete in an already- saturated marketplace sig-
naled how far the Nationalist government was from realizing the kind of 
total control that they desired. Despite their distaste for the very idea of 
an uncontrolled press and its subjection to market forces, Blue Shirts took 
out advertisements for their fl agship magazine the  Future in the back of the 
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Shenbao less than two years before they killed Shi Liangcai, and as they used 
the pages of their own magazines to rail against the dissenting voices rep-
resented  there.20 The limited and fractured sovereignty of the state that they 
served meant that they had to compete for readers with the sizeable volume 
of Chinese-  and foreign- language material available in China’s major cities, 
including that produced and imported via the colonial concessions. Circu-
lating one’s ideas via print media may have been a favored practice of Chi-
nese po liti cal activists since at least the late nineteenth  century— gaining 
new force during the May Fourth Movement and reframed through the 
lens of propaganda during the United Front— but fascists balked at the idea 
that they should have to vie for popu lar attention or market approbation.21 
They did not just support censorship but advocated total state control of 
every thing produced and consumed within national borders; they also fa-
vored violent direct action against men and  women who dissented. The fact 
that dissenting voices continued to proliferate through the 1930s had the 
eff ect of confi rming for gmd fascists the nefarious presence of the sub-
versive forces, and hence the rightfulness of their recourse to vio lence to 
force  people into line. In other words, Blue Shirt and cc Clique activists 
regarded the continued proliferation of opposing forces as evidence that 
Chinese society needed ever greater unity and discipline. That citizens of 
Nationalist China continued to have other po liti cal options to which they 
could turn—of the kind that  were successfully foreclosed by fascists in 
Germany, Italy, and Japan, but could not be in China as long as the unequal 
treaties remained in eff ect and vast areas of the country remained beyond 
Nationalist jurisdiction— made them clamor all the more stridently for cul-
tural control and lockstep national cohesion.

The vanguardism asserted by the Blue Shirts and cc Clique in the pages 
of their publications shared a politico- intellectual genealogy with that of 
their Communist rivals, but it is impor tant to recognize from the outset 
ways in which their agendas diverged and hence the terms over which right 
and left fought. In place of class strug gle fascists emphasized interclass har-
mony; in place of exploited classes they highlighted an exploited national 
community; and in place of solidaristic internationalism they stressed uni-
fi ed national strug gle within a Darwinist world order.22 This is not to sug-
gest that  there  were not overlaps and intersections between the ideas of 
China’s left and right, especially as  these positions  were crystallizing during 
the 1920s and as the Nationalists  after 1927 strug gled to distinguish in  legal 
and practical terms what was revolutionary versus counterrevolutionary.23 
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It is also the case that leftists and rightists  were mutually infl uenced by the 
New Culture and May Fourth movements as well as by the rhe toric and dy-
namics of the United Front. As gmd rightists insisted with escalating viru-
lence that the national collective, not a par tic u lar class, was the rightful 
agent of China’s revolution, they invoked Confucian culture as the grounds 
of this nation’s cohesion through time and space, gathering the bewildering 
diversity of  people living within China’s territorial borders past and pres-
ent together  under a single sign. And in styling their po liti cal agenda as 
antifeudal and anticonservative, they unmoored this culture from specifi c 
historical referents, distilling it into an ancient national spirit that could 
animate a forward- looking, modernizing program of industrial and infra-
structural development.

The Nation as Revolutionary Subject
A key ele ment of post– United Front po liti cal strug gles was the power to de-
fi ne the goals of revolution and to name its primary protagonists. From the 
mid-1920s onward, right- wing activists within the gmd had insisted that the 
true subject of revolution was a harmoniously cooperative national body, 
bound together by culture, acting in concert against a range of internal and 
external threats.  These strug gles emerged not from a state of relative social 
stability, but from the charged conjuncture of an ongoing postdynastic re-
ordering of Chinese society and a volatile world poised between two cata-
clysmic wars. Arno Mayer has suggested that “students of crisis politics need 
multi- angled and adjustable lenses with which to examine such unsettled 
situations.  These lenses must be able to focus on the narrow synchronic 
and the broad diachronic aspects of explosive conjunctures as well as on the 
intersections between them.”24 In this light, the gmd right wing’s narrowing 
in on Confucianism as the cultural glue that lent the national subject its co-
herence can be seen in diachronic context as a reaction against 1910s New 
Culture and May Fourth Movement critiques of China’s dynastic past, in ad-
dition to a more general rethinking of that past in the wake of imperialism. 
At the same time, their militant defense of the national- particular was in 
synchronic step with worldwide forces of counterrevolution against the 
internationalist ethos of Communism as well as liberal cosmopolitanisms. 
Following the 1927 party purge, when Communists  were violently expelled 
from the Soviet- backed alliance, both the ccp and the gmd branded each 
other counterrevolutionary.25 Militants in the gmd remained committed to 
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an idea of revolution waged in the name of the nation, and increasingly 
fought both for and against capitalism, seeking to foster cap i tal ist produc-
tive methods throughout China while also taming the social alienations, 
transformed gender relations, and class tensions that capitalism inevitably 
generates.26 Confucianism’s stress on social harmony,  these party militants 
maintained, surmounted capitalism’s instabilities, and it also sanctioned vio-
lence against  people who appeared to subvert national cohesion via inter-
nationalist, cosmopolitan, or generally degenerate activities.

In the wake of Sun Yat- sen’s 1925 death, longtime gmd activists as 
well as newer recruits moved quickly to define the late leader’s legacy 
and to assert their own power.27 As Soviet advisers and Chinese Commu-
nists watched apprehensively, Whampoa Military Acad emy cadets formed 
Sun Yat-senism Study Socie ties (Sunwenzhuyi xuehui) with branches at 
universities as far away as Beijing, while anti- Communist party leaders 
drafted a new party agenda in that city’s Western Hills.28 Collectively, 
 these men commenced the proj ect of identifying why Sun’s program was 
uniquely suited to Chinese social conditions, and conversely why Com-
munism, among other pos si ble po liti cal paths, was fundamentally anath-
ema. The gmd would spearhead this theoretical, military, and po liti cal 
proj ect for the remainder of the twentieth  century— during the postwar 
period on Taiwan anchoring and assisting the United States’ containment 
wars from Southeast Asia to Central Amer i ca.29 At its point of departure in 
the  mid-1920s, this proj ect was undertaken by militant nationalists seek-
ing centralized state power to launch a sweeping range of modernizing 
programs that required the thoroughgoing transformation of popu lar 
subjectivities and ways of being. It germinated in dialogue with other an-
ticolonial nationalisms across Asia and around the world, as well as with 
a newly emerging global form of counterrevolutionary reaction. This new 
form pitted itself against internationalism and cosmopolitanism, eschewed 
po liti cal liberalism and laissez- faire capitalism, valorized the nation and 
masculine prowess, and distinguished itself from conservatism by its revo-
lutionary militancy and the all- encompassing nature of the change that it 
sought.

The Comintern agent M. N. Roy, who or ga nized in China during the 
United Front, pointedly criticized Sun Yat- sen’s thought as casting “the 
ominous shadow of fascism.”30 The fact that Chinese Communists also 
paid homage to Sun led po liti cal scientist A. J. Gregor to dismiss Roy’s fas-
cism observation as nonsensical, adding that the “Blue Shirts, like Chiang 
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 Kai- shek and the [gmd], remained resolutely committed to the doctrines 
of Sun Yat- sen. They  were developmental nationalists, absorbed in the 
economic development and the military defense of the national commu-
nity” rather than fascistic in any identifi able way.31 The scholar Maria Hsia 
Chang similarly argued that “what ever ‘fascism’ or ‘totalitarianism’  there 
might have been among the convictions held by both Sun and the mem-
bers of the Re nais sance Society can be better understood as a functional 
and contingent response made by developmental nationalists to the urgent 
prob lems of an eco nom ically backward and po liti cally threatened commu-
nity.”32 Revolutionary Nativism turns such claims around by arguing that, in 
1920s and 1930s China, the “contingent response” of  these “developmental 
nationalists” to defend a “backward” and “po liti cally threatened commu-
nity” was a fascist one.33 Eff orts to rigorously specify the po liti cal dynamics 
and internal complexities of the Nanjing regime, and likewise to avoid cari-
caturing Chiang Kai- shek and his supporters as they had been for de cades 
in the  People’s Republic of China, has led some mainland scholars to avoid 
the term fascism entirely.34 However, the imperative for historical specifi c-
ity and to avoid unhelpful name calling need not prevent us from identify-
ing po liti cal commonalities across diff  er ent regions of the globe, especially 
as it is now taken for granted how tightly entwined many parts of Republi-
can China  were with the industrialized, metropolitan world. The scholarly 
rush to identify signs of the modern throughout China in the fi rst half of the 
twentieth  century should render the appearance of this eminently modern 
ideology  there as well ultimately unsurprising.

As historian Margherita Zanasi has shown with re spect to the gmd 
left wing, nothing precludes a developmental nationalism from assuming a 
fascist form.35 This does not mean that the Nationalists’ or even Sun Yat- 
sen’s personal desire to see China become a cohesive, industrially and 
infrastructurally developed nation was intrinsically fascistic. It does mean, 
however, that Sun’s ideas  were neither static nor transhistorical. They  were 
interpreted and striven for  under specifi c circumstances. To realize the 
goal of a strong and industrially developed nation- state in the post– United 
Front period, the Nationalists engaged a formidable range of domestic and 
international opposition. From the mid-1920s onward, many within the 
gmd chose to redouble the force with which they pushed back against such 
opposition, decidedly crossing a nebulous threshold that Mayer identifi ed 
between “containment” and “counterrevolution.”36 But it is equally true that 
many within the gmd continued to push forward their revolutionary aspira-
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tions with a newly intensifi ed commitment.37 They sought and found sanc-
tion for their actions in Sun’s writings, driving Sun’s hesitations about class 
strug gle, his belief in national consanguinity, and his interest in reviving 
China’s “native morality” to the extremes permitted and encouraged by a 
world on the cusp of World War II.

This book approaches gmd politics as an unfolding dynamic rather than 
as a fi xed set of propositions. Such an approach allows us to see anticolonial, 
developmental nationalisms as historical and hence responsive to the forms 
of opposition against which they are articulated. Understanding interwar 
fascism as a nexus of revolutionary and counterrevolutionary politics— a 
politics that was anticonservative, antiliberal, anti- Communist, antifemi-
nist, and historically rooted— also allows us to see how it was generated 
from within China’s postdynastic landscape rather than imported from Eu rope 
or Japan.38 Chinese fascists  were indeed close followers of global events, and 
many of them studied or traveled abroad in the USSR, western Eu rope, 
Japan, and the United States. Their news media constantly reported on 
happenings from Madrid to Manila, and they  were certainly inspired by 
fascist developments in Germany, Italy, and Japan. However, they  were in-
spired by  these developments  because they resonated with beliefs already 
held and  because they off ered more successful examples of  things that they 
wanted to achieve. Blue Shirt and cc Clique disinterest in precisely repli-
cating metropolitan fascist ideologies in China, or in using imported ter-
minology to describe their own po liti cal agenda, was consistent with their 
nationalism and with the nationalistic thrust of all interwar fascisms.39 If 
we characterize Chinese fascists as mere imitators of Eu ro pe ans or Japa-
nese, we miss the ways in which they engaged with prob lems of imperial-
ism. They understood China’s global predicament to be quite diff  er ent from 
that of metropolitan countries, tellingly identifying si mul ta neously with the 
agents and victims of metropolitan fascist aggressions. They for instance ad-
mired Italian corporatism but  were also troubled by Italy’s 1935 invasion of 
Ethiopia, as the latter’s status as a nominally in de pen dent, nonwhite nation 
hemmed in by formal colonies appeared to mirror China’s own with re spect 
to Japan.40 They  were, moreover, aware of Nazi racism, just as they  were 
aware of the racism that underpins all colonial proj ects.41 But this aware-
ness prevented them neither from desiring that China could assert its na-
tional  will in the manner that Nazi Germany, Fascist Italy, and Imperial 
Japan  were then  doing, nor from advancing a nativist conception of the 
nation that strictly delimited who belonged and who did not. Examining 
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fascism’s local roots helps us to avoid treating cap i tal ist development as if 
it  were a natu ral historical course, or attributing the vio lence employed 
by the gmd to achieve their developmental ambitions to foreign- inspired 
fashions or lingering feudal dispositions. We can instead focus attention 
on the ways in which gmd militants redefi ned native traditions in a post– 
May Fourth, post– United Front context and worked to render unthinkable 
other pos si ble arrangements of social and productive relations.

Over the course of the 1920s and 1930s, right- radicalized Nationalists 
progressively reread Sun Yat- sen’s thought as a modern- day expression of 
ancient Confucian values. As historian Brian Tsui has underscored, such 
readings gained traction during the United Front via the writings of Dai 
Jitao, who channeled Sun’s ideas in an overtly anti- Communist, Confucian- 
culturalist direction.42 Although Sun himself was a product of colonial 
modernity— born in the post– Opium War Canton delta, educated in Hawaii 
and Hong Kong, and an inveterate globe- traveling revolutionary who 
acknowledged inspirations from Henry George to Henry Ford— Dai em-
phasized only the indigenous roots of Sun’s thought, blanketing his eclectic 
global infl uences  under a shroud of lapsed Confucian wisdom.43 Dai Jitao 
thereby catalyzed the naturalization of associations between Confucianism 
and a form of economic development coming to be known globally as cor-
poratism, and also laid groundwork for interpreting challenges to Confu-
cianism as nationally subversive acts.

In the chapters that follow, I trace this Confucian- culturalist, or what 
I call nativist, turn through the complex factional alliances and personal 
ties that constituted the gmd right wing from the mid-1920s  until the 1937 
Japa nese invasion of coastal China. By nativist, I mean the identifi cation 
of Confucianism as the exclusive core of Chinese cultural and national be-
longing, as well as attendant eff orts to cast other revolutionary proj ects or 
forms of po liti cal opposition as harmful to that culture and hence to the 
nation itself. Chiang Kai- shek stood at the apex of the gmd right wing and 
was devotedly supported by the two factions— the cc Clique and the Blue 
Shirts—on which this book focuses. Dai Jitao’s ideas are discernible in the 
writings of both factions and in  those of Chiang Kai- shek even as  these men 
made nativist ideas their own and amplifi ed them in varying ways. Personal 
ties— including  those based on home provinces, familial friendships, mar-
riages, and shared military and educational experiences— are impor tant to 
this story. They often informed po liti cal allegiances and vice versa within 
the Nationalist Party structure during its early years. Chiang Kai- shek, for 
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instance, fi rst met Dai Jitao while studying abroad in Japan in 1909 through 
the introduction of Chiang’s fellow Zhejiang provincial, veteran revolution-
ary Chen Qimei.  Later, Chiang not only  adopted Dai Jitao’s nativist reading 
of Sun Yat- sen but also literally  adopted a son that Dai had fathered with 
his Japa nese mistress— a fact that renders Dai’s 1925 rhetorical analogy be-
tween Sun’s program and aborted fetuses, as well as his escalating moral 
sanctimoniousness, all the more worthy of analy sis.44 Before Chen Qimei’s 
assassination in 1916, he had acted as a mentor to Chiang Kai- shek, while 
Chiang in turn became close with Chen Qimei’s nephews Chen Guofu and 
Chen Lifu. The  brothers would go on to found the cc Clique in 1927 and 
work closely with Dai Jitao throughout the 1930s.45

During the 1923–27 United Front period, as Chiang Kai- shek climbed the 
ranks of the National Revolutionary Army and assumed a leadership role at 
Canton’s Whampoa Military Acad emy, Chen Guofu worked as a recruiter 
for Whampoa cadets. In this capacity, Chen Guofu encouraged his younger 
 brother Chen Lifu to return from studying engineering in the United States; 
the younger Chen traveled to Canton in 1925 and soon became Chiang Kai- 
shek’s personal secretary. That same year, young Whampoa cadets formed 
Sun Yat- senism study socie ties  under the spell of Dai Jitao’s reinterpreta-
tion of Sun to rival the acad emy’s Communist cadet or ga ni za tion.46 Mem-
bers of  these Sunist socie ties, including He Zhonghan, would soon form the 
Blue Shirts, and they in turn saw their operations fi nanced in part by a bank 
chaired by Chen Guofu.47 The life trajectories of the men who composed 
the gmd right wing thereby fi rst intersected in United Front Canton, where 
they learned the powers of Soviet- style or ga ni za tion, military discipline, 
and agitational propaganda.

It was also in Canton that they grew inspired to theoretically and tacti-
cally contribute to Chiang Kai- shek’s violent severing of the United Front 
in spring 1927, in the midst of the antiwarlord military campaigns up from 
Canton known as the Northern Expedition. The fi rst few months of the 
White Terror involved the murder of three thousand to four thousand 
Communist Party members and thirty thousand of its presumed support-
ers, the imprisonment of twenty- fi ve thousand  others and the injuring of 
forty thousand more.48 The events of spring 1927  were quickly interpreted 
by Communists and anticolonial nationalists around the world as a pivotal 
juncture not just in Chinese but in world revolutionary history: Chiang’s 
coup became a component of power strug gles between Stalin and Trotsky 
in the USSR, and it cast an ominous shadow over the  future course of 
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anticolonial strug gles, particularly in Asia, where confl icts between Na-
tionalist and Communist parties soon anchored major hot wars of the Cold 
War.49 The nation in whose name they waged this vio lence was concep-
tualized largely in response to core debates of the 1910s New Culture and 
May Fourth movements, and with the aim of creating a hierarchical nation 
modeled by turns on a rationalized military and an effi  cient cap i tal ist fi rm.

Cultural Revolution from the Right
While it at fi rst seems surprising that men who trained as soldiers and en-
gineers took an avid interest in cultural  matters, this becomes less curious 
when we consider the activist milieus from which they emerged and how 
they understood culture to operate in the world. Their desire to si mul ta-
neously revive ancient Confucian values and to thoroughly revolutionize 
Chinese culture also becomes more intelligible. The 1910s New Culture 
and May Fourth movements that framed the school- age years of Nanjing 
De cade fascists had sourced many of China’s postdynastic sociopo liti cal 
trou bles to the patriarchal, authoritarian, and collectivist traditions of 
Confucianism, maintaining that upending  these traditions at the level of 
writing and scholarship, as well as at the level of everyday thinking and 
practice,  were preconditions for building modern institutions grounded in 
science and democracy.50 Despite the range of po liti cal and epistemological 
standpoints that contributed to  these movements, they also encompassed 
what Lydia Liu identifi ed as a “gray area” of “undisputed knowledge” that 
enabled debates between contending participants to be pos si ble in the fi rst 
place.51 This included a general agreement that culture (wenhua) no longer 
merely denoted a state of personal- artistic cultivation as it had during the 
dynastic era, but now also carried ethnographic meanings.52 It moreover 
involved a consensus that Confucianism composed the core of China’s na-
tional culture. Critiquing Confucianism qua Chinese culture quickly became 
axiomatic among leftists, especially among  those who joined the Commu-
nist Party  after 1921 and soon migrated south to Canton to join the United 
Front. At the same time, defending Confucianism quickly became central 
to the gmd’s po liti cal proj ect, especially to the young soldier and student 
recruits who also came of age during the New Culture and May Fourth 
movements and converged, like their Communist counter parts, in Canton 
 after 1923.53 If “May Fourth iconoclasm is itself a po liti cal and ideological con-
struct that tells us more about the defi nition of  twentieth- century  Chinese 
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modernity than the nature of ‘traditional’ society,” Nationalists who be-
came fascists in the late 1920s and 1930s can be understood as rebutting 
and inverting May Fourth’s presentist picture of the Confucian past.54 The 
material that May Fourth thinkers grappled with has been identifi ed by 
historian Luo Zhitian as an “inheritance within rupture”; ideas and practices 
that had already been intensely reconsidered amid the sociopo liti cal up-
heaval that attended the collapse of the Qing by 1911.55

The gmd’s turn to Confucianism during the Nanjing De cade has appeared 
to some as evidence of an enduring despotism. To  others, most notably 
Joseph Levenson, it seemed a kind of “counterfeit of culturalistic confi -
dence” in a tradition whose proper place was now the museum, as if  those 
who championed aspects of Confucianism  after 1911 rationally knew better 
but emotionally could not let go of something whose historical moment 
had demonstrably passed.56 With the hindsight of postcolonial criticism, 
we can see that Nationalist defense of indigenous traditions was largely 
in sync with elite anticolonial nationalisms elsewhere in the world, more 
so than was the iconoclastic rejection of them by Chinese Communists. 
Though Nationalist invocations of spirit did not precisely correspond with 
 those of, for instance, elite Indian nationalists concerned to demarcate non-
colonized spheres of meaning and action, the comparison certainly high-
lights a common reaction against imperialist dispossessions, one that is 
obscured by Levenson’s account.57 Levenson nevertheless helpfully called 
attention to nationalism’s aff ective dimensions, pointing us to the ways in 
which fascists understand themselves to love the nation more than anyone 
and actively supply themselves with reasons to kill and die for it. The gmd 
militants on which this book focuses  were enraged by the damage wrought 
to a Confucian inheritance by imperialists from the nineteenth  century on-
ward, who had looted its material manifestations and placed them in their 
own museums while also condemning this inheritance as unscientifi c, in-
adequately rational, and generally incompatible with modernity.  There is 
no reason to doubt that their interest in Confucianism stemmed at least 
in part from the fact that it named a set of shared experiences and beliefs 
that they had known in some form all their lives.58 The prob lem taken up 
by this book is not  whether their beliefs  were genuine—as that is impossible 
to gauge in any case— but how and why they interpreted and defended Con-
fucianism as the exclusive core of Chinese national belonging. The aspects 
of this richly nuanced politico- intellectual heritage that they promoted 
explic itly buttressed the remaking of Chinese society in a rationalized, 
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effi  cient, and hierarchical fashion. They suppressed or ignored all other 
schools of dynastic thought in a way that sanitized the historical rec ord and 
had potentially dire implications for the ethnically and religiously diverse 
populations within the territory that they claimed as China. And unlike 
conservative New Confucian phi los o phers of the same era, they  were not 
interested in openly working through the relationship between historical 
ideas and modern social dynamics, but rather in asserting their perennial 
capacity to police the national boundary.

As subalternist critics have interrogated the social dimensions and eli-
sions of the gestures of historical retrieval made by elite anticolonial nation-
alists, it is impor tant to examine who stood to gain from  those made by men 
like Chen Lifu, Dai Jitao, Chiang Kai- shek, and He Zhonghan.  Later in the 
twentieth  century, the Martinique- born Marxist Frantz Fanon would scath-
ingly suggest that “the culture that the intellectual leans  towards is often 
no more than a stock of particularisms. He wishes to attach himself to the 
 people, but instead only catches hold of their outer garments.”59 To Fanon, 
the “national culture” championed by anticolonial elites was typically 
a patchwork of superfi cial gestures of cross- class solidarity, off ering  little 
of material benefi t to the  people invoked. Many aspects of the cultural- 
revolutionary proj ect of gmd fascists during the 1930s— especially their 
constant invocations of the Confucian bonds of propriety, righ teousness, 
integrity, and humility— rang like a “stock of particularisms.” Still, their 
self- understanding as national vanguards— si mul ta neously at one with the 
masses and leaders thereof— meant that they  were attempting a closer con-
nection. As much as they desired to reclaim an indigenous patrimony of 
which the country was still being divested, they sought to fuse the nation’s 
 people into a single cooperative mass. Sometimes conceptualized as a ma-
chine, sometimes as an army, and sometimes as a living organism, all worthy 
parts of this mass  were deemed vital to the successful functioning of the 
 whole. Culture gave it shape, delimited its bound aries, and authorized a 
kind of hierarchically stratifi ed sameness.

When cc Clique leader Chen Lifu called for “a revolution of culture,” 
he was considering in all seriousness how to thoroughly transform national 
ways of life and restore its ancient glory si mul ta neously.60 This revolution-
ary restorationism markedly diff ered from the cultural revolutionary aspira-
tions of their Communist opponents, whose anti- Confucianism they now 
pilloried as an imperialistic and violently misguided legacy of the May 
Fourth Movement. This revolutionary- restorationist dynamic also distin-
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guished Chen Lifu’s agenda (along with that of the rest of the cc Clique and 
the Blue Shirts) from a conservative one. By invoking Confucianism as a 
transhistorical national spirit, rather than as a historically and textually 
rooted set of beliefs and practices, this heritage was freed up to animate a 
state- led program of material and industrial development, encouraging be-
hav iors that would have been unrecognizable to anyone living in centuries 
past. The purported constancy of this spirit allowed them to si mul ta neously 
claim that they  were revolutionizing the national landscape while also 
vouchsafi ng that every thing would remain as it had always been.  Under 
gmd guidance, the nation would become once again a place of comfort and 
familiarity, and its  people would enjoy express trains, electrical grids, 
machine- powered factories, and militantly defended borders.

Working closely with Chiang Kai- shek’s diaries, historian Yang Tianshi 
has noted how Chiang had been swept up in the reformist fervor of the 
May Fourth Movement. Yet whereas the dominant May Fourth ethos was 
strongly critical of traditional Chinese culture, “Chiang Kai- shek was diff  er-
ent; although he had internalized the new thought, he was not interested in 
abandoning classical learning.” Yang detected a shift around 1926 in Chiang’s 
reading interests, which turned sharply  toward classical texts.61 By 1933 
Chiang would openly exclaim that Sun Yat- sen’s Three Princi ples of the 
 People “have inherited the morality and essential spirit of ancient China— 
that of Emperors Yao and Shun, of Kings Wen and Wu, of the Duke of Zhou 
and Confucius— they employ the native spirit of the Chinese race to lead the 
revolution and revive the nation.”62  Here, Chiang was reiterating passages 
written by Dai Jitao in 1920s Canton, as well as historical sentiments repeat-
edly expressed in Blue Shirt and cc Clique writings during the 1930s. By 
drawing a direct line from China’s prehistoric sage- emperors to its twentieth- 
century revolution, Chiang’s words indexed an intensifi cation of the Janus- 
faced glances  toward both past and  future evident in Sun’s Yat- sen’s, and in-
deed all, nationalisms. The chapters that follow attempt to untangle why the 
restoration of tradition was construed as both necessary and revolutionary.

Although Chiang Kai- shek publicly denied the existence of the Blue 
Shirts (the cc Clique was, by contrast, a relatively known government en-
tity), his patronage of both groups as well as their loyalty to him has been 
amply documented. Chiang was their leader but their infl uence was clearly 
mutual. They relied on each other for power, position, and ideological mo-
tivation. Nevertheless, as a state leader with a growing international repu-
tation, Chiang was also becoming many  things to many  people. As Japa nese 
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imperialist designs on China became increasingly territorial, Japa nese in-
telligence ser vices attempted to paint Chiang as a radical nationalist with 
fascist squads at his disposal and hence as a threat to Japa nese interests in 
China.63 At the same time, Chiang’s Christian, Wellesley College– educated 
wife Song Meiling was actively painting a picture of Chiang to English- 
speaking audiences as a demo cratically inclined general who was  doing his 
best to save his country from Communism and to navigate stormy domes-
tic and international  waters— laying groundwork for groups soon known in 
the United States as the “China Lobby.”64 Revolutionary Nativism fi nds the 
picture of Chiang as a leader with fascist affi  liations to be closer to real ity 
than  were the sanitized images circulated to the American public by Song 
and the Time- Life empire of Henry Luce. The proximity of Generalissimo 
Chiang Kai- shek’s own revolutionary ideals and counterrevolutionary ac-
tions during the Nanjing De cade to  those of the Blue Shirts and cc Clique, 
as well as his reliance upon  these groups for his own po liti cal ascent, force 
us to reckon with his fascist inclinations.65 However, it is necessary to also 
recognize the kinds of po liti cal compromises that Chiang made to secure 
his own longevity. He disbanded the Blue Shirts (or at least repurposed 
them) in 1938 for the sake of again allying with the Chinese Communist 
Party against Japa nese imperialism during the Second United Front, and he 
went on to lead the gmd for the rest of a turbulent half  century. His myriad 
alliances lent his politics an opportunistic quality. Chiang’s public acquies-
cence to Japa nese appeasement policies during the 1930s, moreover, was 
undoubtedly among the reasons why fascistic nationalism failed to gain a 
wider public purchase in China, as the Generalissimo eff ectively thwarted 
the cc Clique and Blue Shirts from tapping into popu lar anti- Japanese sen-
timents and directing them sharply rightward. Chiang, like any leader who 
aspires to dictatorship, was not a self- made subject. By foregrounding the 
voices of men with whom he surrounded himself during the Canton and 
Nanjing periods, and how they conceptualized the relationship between 
culture and revolution, this book aims to shed new light on a brief but piv-
otal span of Chinese and world revolutionary history.

Plan of the Book
Revolutionary Nativism analyzes the years between 1925 and 1937 through 
multiple, overlapping lenses. Chapter 1 charts how the anti- Communist 
groups that coalesced within the Nationalist Party during the 1923–27 First 
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United Front transformed into fascist organ izations known as the Blue Shirts 
and cc Clique during the 1927–37 Nanjing De cade. I identify ways in which 
their evolving ideas of national development refl ected the military and tech-
nocratic milieus in which they  were schooled, and how their covert White 
Terror operations assumed a very public face via their mass media interven-
tions.  These interventions, which embraced modernist aesthetics as well as 
modern technologies like radio and fi lm, allow us to see how gmd fascists 
fashioned themselves as anticonservative po liti cal vanguards.

Chapter 2, “Spirit Is Eternal: Cultural Revolution from the Right,” picks 
up chapter 1’s thread by spotlighting tensions between fascists’ moderniz-
ing aspirations and their desire to revive ancient Confucian values. I trace 
how their po liti cal position was forged in reaction to the dominant ethos 
of the 1910s New Culture and May Fourth movements and took inspiration 
from Sun Yat- sen’s affi  rmation in United Front Canton that Confucianism 
and industrial modernity  were in fact fully compatible. Confucian culture 
came to be seen as what bound the national revolutionary subject together, 
and this culture assumed increasingly mythic qualities as it was recast as a 
national spirit in a manner that helped to diff erentiate their po liti cal ori-
entation from a “feudal” or conservative one. Far from an idle intellectual 
exercise, their spiritual turn had violent real- world consequences. I address 
 these consequences in chapter 3, which traces the role of nativist discourse 
in Nationalist military counterinsurgency campaigns of the early 1930s— 
the starkest example of the Nationalists’ counterrevolutionary furor.  Here, 
I highlight the ways in which the Blue Shirts who took charge of po liti cal 
training within the Nationalist military cast Communism as fundamen-
tally alien to China’s national spirit. This characterization in turn justifi ed 
campaigns to exterminate Communists and to incarcerate low- level fol-
lowers deemed rehabilitable in po liti cal prisons called repentance camps 
( fanxingyuan). By fi guring Communists as Moscow- directed sexual devi-
ants who threatened time- honored Confucian ways of being and as ban-
dits who lived off  the  labor of  others, Nationalists positioned themselves 
as familiar,  wholesome, productive, and modern. In the repentance camps, 
inmates ostensibly learned how to become productive members of an or-
derly Confucian society, while citizens beyond camp walls  were instructed 
to police their own be hav ior in ways that demonstrated they did not belong 
inside them.

Chapter 4, “Fixing the Everyday: The New Life Movement and Taylorized 
Modernity,” reexamines the New Life Movement (nlm) launched by the 
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Nationalists in 1934, focusing on the ways in which it sought to fi x every-
day life in a twofold sense. First, it examines how the fascists who spear-
headed the movement touted rationalized Confucian precepts to foster the 
national unity that they believed necessary for industrial productivity 
and military preparedness. Building on Arif Dirlik’s assessment of the nlm 
as counterrevolutionary, it traces the patriarchal, antidemo cratic implica-
tions of the nlm’s perspective on society, which was that of offi  cers and man-
ag ers who wanted  people to act like soldiers in a national army or cogs in a 
 giant social machine.66 This chapter further looks at how the nlm sought 
to fi x everyday life in a second sense by invoking Confucian values to slot 
 people into legible social roles and eliminate the omnipresent possibility of 
re sis tance, inscribing feudalistic social hierarchies into the heart of a mod-
ernizing society. Departing from the ideals of social reciprocity intrinsic 
to dynastic strains of Confucian thought, nlm Confucianism stressed top- 
down chains of command and the unquestioning loyalty of social inferiors 
to superiors. The nlm thereby sought to create subjects who would accept 
state propaganda in intended ways and effi  ciently enact what ever was asked 
of them. The movement crystallized fascist ideas of cultural revolution and 
constituted the Sinophone world’s fi rst eff ort to affi  rm Confucian values as 
the bedrock of an alternative form of modernity.

Chapter 5, “Lit er a ture and Arts for the Nation,” examines how the Blue 
Shirts and cc Clique worked to create “nationalist lit er a ture and arts” 
(minzu wenyi) and how they correspondingly justifi ed kidnapping and 
murdering left- wing cultural elites as a means of speeding the revolution 
along. Through readings of Chen Lifu’s 1933 tract The Chinese Film Industry 
and cc Clique spy chief Xu Enceng’s narrative of his detention of the fe-
male Communist writer Ding Ling, this chapter reveals how cele brations 
of native culture prioritized effi  ciency— from the interpellating capacities 
of fi lm to the perceived expediency of kidnapping writers to force them into 
the Nationalist camp. It is in their prescriptions for nationalist lit er a ture 
and arts that fascism’s tendency to be what Roger Griffi  n called “populist in 
intent and rhe toric, yet elitist in practice” was especially apparent.67 The 
book ends with a brief conclusion sketching reasons for fascism’s failure 
to gain wider purchase in Nanjing De cade China, as well as the postwar 
afterlives of this period’s revolutionary nativism.
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